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Abstract
Drilling rig operators have been pushing classification societies, yards and equipment suppliers to increase
a drillship’s dry-docking interval to 10-years. By means of active monitoring systems, thruster
manufacturers have been able to expand this interval. In order to minimize the costly non-productive time
due to unavailability of thrusters even further, it would be beneficial to make thruster maintenance and
overhaul independent from the vessel’s operations. This is made possible by the 3rd generation Thruster
Retrieval System which provides safe and controlled access to the thruster on deck. This way optimal
offshore thruster maintenance capabilities are realized, so that thruster failure probability is minimized and
longer dry-docking intervals can be justified.
This 3rd generation TRS has been incorporated in the Magellan drillship design, equipped with 8 identical
thrusters, each mounted onto a TRS canister. By means of the TRS’ rack and pinion system the thrusters
can be fully retrieved above main deck. The system enables thruster preventive maintenance on board and
on deck, during vessel operation. It also provides the option for full thruster change-out on-deck minimizing
diver operations and associated downtime, as this operation can be executed offshore without the need of
crane vessel assistance. The Magellan DP system design allows one thruster to be taken off-line, so the
maintenance and change-out planning can be done completely independent of the drilling operational
planning, further increasing uptime.
The authors will present the system functionality, the main system components and the integration in the
drillship design. Practical design cases will be used to demonstrate the vessel performance.

Abbreviations
BOP
DP
FW
HMI
TRS
QP

Blowout Preventer
Dynamic Positioning
Fresh Water
Human Machine Interaction
Thruster Retrieval System
Quadratic Programing

TRS Introduction
The Thruster Retrieval System comprises a canister that accommodates the thruster auxiliaries such as the
FW cooling system, lubrication system and local panels, as well as the E-motor and thruster hydraulic
steering components as a standalone unit connected to the vessel systems by means of an umbilical. Pinion
drives mounted on top of the canister combined with toothed racks mounted in the hull, enable to retract
the thrusters just above the vessel base line. The retracting ability reduces the resistance in transit
significantly saving on fuel cost and emissions accordingly and enables the ship to enter harbours without
draft limitations.
Major distinguisher for the TRS is the rack extension feature. This makes it possible to retrieve the thruster
and canister to a position above main deck. This enables onsite inspection, maintenance and replacement
of submerged parts at any time, without the need for divers, large crane or underwater change-out of the
thruster.
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Figure 1: TRS canister in the retrieved position
The first GustoMSC Thruster Retrieval System was introduced in the GustoMSC designed 5 th generation
drillship Pride Africa that was delivered at Hyundai Mipo Shipyard in South Korea in 1999. The vessel is
equipped with two 4.5 MW propulsion thrusters, three 3 MW azimuthing thrusters and two 1.7 MW tunnel
thrusters. The three azimuthing thrusters are located in the middle of the ship and are mounted on retractable
canisters. The same TRS type was applied in the sister drillship Pride Angola which was built one year
later. In 2011 Noble Bully I & II were delivered from Keppel Shipyards equipped with six thruster retrieval
systems each with 4.5 MW thrusters.
The system can be applied independently from thruster make and or type, and can be used up to high power
thrusters, higher weight or larger dimensions as illustrated by the latest TRS design delivered for an ABB
Azipod.

New generation drillship design challenges
Market circumstances are challenging the industry to be more cost efficient. One way to achieve this is to
increase uptime of the rig. There are many root causes that can cause downtime. A large portion of the nonproductive time is caused by BOP and DP system unavailability. Another option to decrease cost is to
minimize dry-docking, due to not only the direct dry-docking cost, but also the traveling time and the lost
revenue of being off day rate.
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Drilling contractors have been pushing classification societies, yards and equipment suppliers to increase
the dry-docking interval to 10-years. By means of active thruster monitoring systems the thruster
manufacturers have been able to expand the dry-docking interval. Still there could be a need for additional
inspection and intervention of inaccessible submerged components, as for example in case of anomalous
measurement. Such an additional, unplanned inspection could require a field move towards a benign
environment, diver or crane vessel assistance could be required, or maybe even a dry dock could be needed.
These costs are unpredictable and most likely high, and could have been mitigated by investing in a TRS.
The thruster system of drill ships are such that single thruster failure immediately leads to a reduced
operating condition and weather window. When in operation this makes planned and unplanned thruster
inspection & maintenance a potential cause of non-productive time. Thruster maintenance may be
postponed to a next possible window of opportunity, which will either lead to a higher probability of thruster
failure, or a thruster being unavailable directly causing downtime. Typically the windows of opportunity,
created by weather conditions or a gap between operations, are used for other equipment maintenance on
board as well. Primary functional equipment for drilling, for example a top-drive or a mud pump, may get
priority in such maintenance window, further increasing the probability and risk of thruster unavailability.
It is beneficial to be able to execute thruster inspection and maintenance in a planned manner, not restricted
by other activities on board, even while drilling.
Performing thruster maintenance and inspections during regular operations are enabled by the 3rd generation
TRS. Applying the TRS in a total system design with respect to thruster layout and power rating, the thruster
preventive maintenance can be done independently form the rest of the operations. The system is designed
to enable continuation of operations in typical drilling environments with (any) one thruster out of service,
whilst remaining DP-3 compliant to include failures up to fire and flooding of (any) one compartment, such
as an entire switchboard room, engine room or pump room.
The fully retrievable TRS enables the drilling contractor to perform full inspection and extensive
maintenance on the thrusters without any negative consequence on the rig’s uptime. This reduces the
probability and risk of thruster failure, improving reliability and profitability. The rig cranes can be
customized to increase the system capabilities up to full thruster replacement on site.
An additional benefit of the TRS is that the canisters with the mounted thrusters can be built separately
from the hull outside the overall planning. Installation is possible at all times in the construction process,
creating flexibility in the thruster procurement process, and mitigates issues with possible late deliveries.

TRS principles
The most important aspects of retrieving the canister with the thruster fully above main deck are the
extensions of the toothed rack and to provide sufficient support for the rack extension with the canister full
weight in it. The support is provided by the retrieval tower, a practical and robust structure that
accommodates the toothed racks. The tower is not intended to be permanently installed, but will be
assembled and erected when required. The retrieval tower offers the right accuracy in teeth alignment for
the pinion for smooth transfer from trunk rack to rack extensions. The un-assembled retrieval tower
components fit in a 40’ container, so it can be placed anywhere on the ships deck.
To be able to fully benefit from the ability to retrieve the thruster, the TRS has been designed to meet the
following objectives:


Maximize the space inside the canister for thruster equipment.
All TRS equipment for canister operation is positioned on the top of the canister and the thruster
equipment is mounted inside the canister. The circular construction of the canister provides natural
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panel stiffness to the structure, thereby greatly reducing the need of plate stiffeners, resulting in
more space making installation and maintenance of equipment simple and easy.


Easy access from vessel to canister and inside canister.
Daily inspection of thruster equipment is common practice, so safe accessibility is very important.
Therefore stairs instead of ladders are provided inside the canister, to facilitate safe and easy access,
especially when carrying tools or spare parts.



Ergonomic HMI
The TRS is controllable from the bridge as well as from local control panels near the thruster wells.
Operation and monitoring is done on the ergonomic MIMICS that are controlled via touch screens.
Control interfaces with DP and thruster control system allowing automated operations.



Swift operation
The TRS is ready for retraction to above keel level at all times, and can be performed within 1 hour.
For a retrieval operation the tower needs to be assembled. Assembly and installation of the retrieval
tower including thruster retrieval to access the thruster at main deck level can be achieved within
24 hours, without interrupting regular vessel operations.

The function, operation and unique features of the following main TRS components are addressed:






Retrieval Tower, Maintenance Hatch cover and Thruster Skidding Cradle
Vertical Fixation System
Seal
Pinion Drive
Dragchain

A patent application has been filed for the Thruster Retrieval System.
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Retrieval Tower
The retrieval tower comprises two composed columns, with integrated rack extensions and support braces.
The rack extensions are positioned on top of the toothed racks inside the trunk. An arrangement is provided
in the tower to account for tower foundation building tolerances to be able to use the same tower for all
thruster locations. When the braces and all bolts are fastened the retrieval tower is able to support, guide
and hold the retrieving canister.

Figure 2: Retrieval tower
Maintenance Hatch Cover
A maintenance hatch will cover the open thruster well after full retrieval of the canister, to provide a safe
working platform underneath the retrieved thruster for inspection and maintenance. The maintenance hatch
is designed to support the full weight of the thruster, making dismounting of the thruster possible. The
maintenance hatch cover is installed, by tilting it in place. This way, the on-board cranes can perform the
lift. The maintenance hatch cover is fully closed so any spilled oil or grease will be contained within the
hatch.
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Thruster Skidding Cradle
A thruster skidding cradle is used to handle the dismounted thruster. The cradle can skid in and skid out
from underneath the canister position and move the thruster within reach of the deck crane. The thruster
cradle is customized for the installed thruster brand and type.

Figure 3: Thruster cradle
Vertical Fixation System
A vertical fixation system is used to lock the canister in place during operations. The system uses only a
few active components minimizing the chance of unavailability. The system comprises a clamping device
which is engaged by a hydraulic cylinder that ensures contact with the lower foundations to transfer thrust
loads from the thruster to the vessel structure. In both engaged and disengaged position there is no need for
hydraulic pressure making the system fail safe. The design of the fixation system is such that building
tolerances and vessel deformation can be accommodated.

Figure 4: Vertical fixation system
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Seal
The top deck of the canister is always above the vessel’s waterline, so theoretically there is no need for a
watertight seal at the bottom of the canister. However, to prevent discomfort from the water in the trunk,
an axial seal is included, keeping sea influence out of the cavity between the canister and the thruster trunk.
The seal is canister mounted, to enable inspection and replacement when the canister is in the retrieved
position.

Figure 5: Axial seal
Pinion Drive System
The pinion drive system is the vertical actuator used to travel the thruster-canister combination up and
down. The pinion drive system is innovatively split in two parts. The lower part is bolted to the canister and
comprises a locking pin that is used to hold the canister at the retracted and retrieved position, but also
provides structural redundancy in the operational position of the canister. The top part of the pinion drives
contain the gearboxes, brakes and pinions that control and actuate the vertical movement of the system. The
top part of the pinion drive system is connected to the lower part by four pivoting links to manage the
possible loads on the gearbox and pinion from vessel motions and deformations

Figure 6: Pinion drive system
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Dragchain
As all thruster equipment is mounted inside the moving canister, a flexible connection is required between
the vessel utilities and the thruster equipment. A drag chain solution comprising all connection, cables and
hoses is selected. The dragchain is connected to the canister in deployed and in retracted position, but will
be disconnected with quick release couplings for a retrieval operation. In order to power the retrieving
pinion drives a separate temporary supply of power and hydraulics is provided through the retrieval tower.

Figure 7: Dragchain in retracted and operational position

Magellan Drillship Performance
The Magellan drillship is designed to meet expected future market needs. The design is ready for future
drilling requirements and associated loads, but is also set-up to be adapted to different drilling plants,
hoisting technologies and drilling techniques. It features the novel Callirrhoe moonpool design that reduces
sloshing phenomena in the moonpool. It is ready to meet the requirements for complex and deep-water
wells, including 20k psi working pressure, and water depth well over 12,000 ft. The inboard profile of the
vessel is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Inboard profile of the Magellan drillship
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The ship is designed with an IMO DP Class 3 compliant station keeping system, comprising eight thrusters
of 4,500 kW each. The power generation is done with eight 6,900 kW generator sets, divided over four
engine rooms, but may be customized towards specific power system or redundancy requirements. The
Magellan’s main dimensions are depicted in Table 1.
Table 1: Magellan main dimensions
Overall length
Breadth at waterline
Breadth at main deck
Depth at main deck
Scantling draft
Displacement

252
39.8
47.2
20.3
13.0
104,000

m
m
m
m
m
t

The Magellan DP performance is calculated to show the performance of the total system design and the
benefits of the TRS. The quasi-static DP calculation tool used is developed in-house by GustoMSC and
described by Veer and Gachet [1]. Wind and current forces are calculated from coefficients measured in
the wind tunnel and wave drift forces are calculated by a diffraction potential flow program multiplied by
suitable dynamic factors. The total environmental force including riser force is counteracted by the
thrusters. The optimal thrust allocation per thruster is specified by a QP optimization algorithm.
The vessel design is such that a loss of switchboard is the worst DP-3 failure case, meaning loss of two
thrusters and two main generators within one redundancy group. If a thruster is in maintenance, it will not
contribute to dynamic positioning capability. Combinations of thrusters in maintenance with a DP-3 failure
are shown in Figure 9. Take row 1 as an example: thruster 2 is in maintenance, and switchboard 1 has a
fault taking out thruster 1 and 5. This leaves thrusters 3, 4, 6, 7 & 8 for dynamic positioning.
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Figure 9: Failure modes including maintenance cases: “1” thruster is operating,
“0” thruster is not operating
Figure 10 provides a DP capability plot for the GustoMSC Magellan drillship according to IMCA guidelines
for the wind and wave relation [2]. The drillship operates in weathervaning mode, so head to bow quartering
environments determine the DP operating window. The plot shows the usual intact situation (8 thrusters),
the worst DP-3 failure situation (6 thrusters) and the TRS specific situations: intact including maintenance
on one thruster (7 thrusters) and worst DP-3 failure including maintenance on one thruster (5 thrusters).
The figure shows a considerable window of +/- 15 degrees off bow, combining thruster maintenance with
a DP3 failure, providing sufficient capability to allow for thruster maintenance during operations. The
limiting wind speed is about 55 knots at 15 deg off bow, correlating to a significant wave height of 11.65
m according the IMCA wind-wave relationship.
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Figure 10: IMCA DP capability plot including maintenance cases
The TRS retrieval tower in unloaded condition has been designed to withstand the accelerations from the
ship in a survival environment representing the 100 year storm in the Gulf of Mexico. This is not required
when loaded with a canister and thruster. Loaded the design environment for the tower has a significant
wave height of 3.5 m. This is a 93% non-exceedance environment for the Gulf of Mexico according to
Global Wave Statistics [3], and as such ample operating window for thruster maintenance is provided.
When the possibility for complete thruster change outs is desired, the crane capacities and arrangement of
the unit have to be customized towards this purpose, since the required capacity exceeds the usual capacity
for a drill rig of this type. Cranes need to be able to reach to thruster pick-up position on the deck as well
as the supply vessel alongside the ship, as shown in the situation in Figure 11. These changes do not
compromise the rig’s drilling ability, but will affect the initial investment.
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Figure 11: Crane arrangement for transportation of retrieved thrusters to supply barge
The TRS benefits in transit were demonstrated by model tests performed at FORCE technology in Denmark
in January 2015. Resistance and propulsion tests were performed in the facility’s 240 m long towing tank.
Using the results of the tests, the Magellan’s transit speed was calculated in two configurations: a. four aft
thrusters are in the operating position and four forward thrusters in retracted position, and b. all eight
thrusters are in the operating position. As shown in Figure 12 at a transit speed of 14 knots, configuration
b. requires 20% more power. This relates to about 20% fuel cost saving for the retracted option. In case a
fast transit speed is required, the owner can choose to deploy the forward thrusters as well in the operational
position. The maximum speed in this configuration will be 16 knots.

Required power [%]

140
120

all 8 thrusters

100

aft 4 thrusters

80
60
40
20
0
6

8

10
12
Vessel speed [knots]

14

Figure 12: Speed-power graph for two thruster configurations
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Conclusion
In this paper the 3rd generation GustoMSC Thruster Retrieval System is presented as an integral part of the
GustoMSC Magellan drillship. The distinguishing feature of the TRS system is that it can fully retrieve the
thruster above deck. In the retrieved position it is possible to perform visual inspection, maintenance and
component replacement, up to full thruster change out.
The vessel is designed such that it has sufficient station keeping capability to perform thruster maintenance
at any time during operation. This way maintenance can be planned independently from operation, directly
decreasing the risk of thruster unavailability.
The TRS also contributes to more fuel efficient sailing conditions and decreases the maximum draft,
allowing easier access to harbours and dry-docks.
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